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Company: Mcconnell Dowell

Location: South Australia

Category: other-general

Great. Check out our many opportunities below. McConnell Dowell Group will never ask

you to provide payment for participating in a recruitment process. If you receive a job offer to

join us and it is NOT on an email ending in @mcdgroup.com, @builtenvirons.com.au, or

@builtenvirons.co.nz; and you have NOT had an interview with our Human Resources team,

then please disregard it. It is a scam .  Senior Engineering Coordinator Permanent / Full

Time 22/3/2024 Competitive remuneration package including annual bonus and parking!

Enjoy flexible work conditions Excellent team culture where great work is recognised About the

role Join McConnell Dowell Constructors in their joint venture with Diona (MDJV) and

contribute to our successful partnership with SA Water in delivering some of Australia's most

important water infrastructure projects. The successful person will: Support the engineering

management process during consultancy design phase and project development through to

project completion. Interface between construction and design personnel, understanding

client expectations and consultant design deliverables, focused on timeframe and budget

restrictions. Improvement of design methodology and documentation to ensure project risks

are mitigated and project opportunity is highlighted to the project team. Contribute to

investigation to attain cost effective design (value added) solutions whilst ensuring innovation

and constructability is implemented. Manage design of effective temporary work solutions.

About you With a strong work ethic and communication skills, the successful person for this

role will have the following: Relevant tertiary qualifications (Civil Engineering or Technical).

Extensive experience in civil engineering or infrastructure construction projects with exposure

to design, costing and planning. Be self-motivated and capable of working with minimal
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supervision. Competent understanding of Australian Standards. Strong oral and written

presentation linked with sound relationship and integrity record. High computer skills. Don't

tick all the boxes but you're still excited about this opportunity? We're dedicated to

building a diverse workplace, so we also look at applicants with great transferable skills from

similar industries. If that's you, we encourage you to still apply as you may just be the

right candidate for this role or one of our other opportunities.  About Us McConnell Dowell –

Creative Construction Our purpose is Providing a Better Life. We do that through delivering

projects that connect, support and sustain communities, and through providing career

opportunities that challenge, reward and grow our people.  From remote major resources

and energy projects to city-shaping transport and water infrastructure, we have constructed

thousands of high-quality, complex projects for our customers and communities over more

than 60 years, in Australia, New Zealand, the Pacific Islands and Southeast Asia. Why join us?

The work you'll do will have a tangible positive impact on people's lives, including yours. The

diversity of our projects, roles and locations means greater development opportunities. We

invest in our people to set and reach personal and professional goals and we have

some of the best mentoring minds in the business to help you do that. Because when you

grow, we all grow. McConnell Dowell actively seeks and celebrates diversity, inclusion, and

individuality. In a culture low on ego and high on support, we encourage everyone to make an

impact. We're big enough to take on community-shaping projects, but small enough for you

to have an influence on how we do things. So, join us, be you, and help us create better

together . Apply now!   We are an equal opportunity employer. People of all

backgrounds and experiences are encouraged to apply.   Please note all successful

applicants must hold valid work rights for Australia and pass a satisfactory pre-employment

medical which includes drug and alcohol checks and COVID vaccination status. This role is

being sourced through McConnell Dowell directly and not accepting applications via external

recruitment agencies. #J-18808-Ljbffr
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